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Abstract 
Miiller, B., Towards pointer algebra, Science of Computer Programming 21 ( 1993) 57-90. 
We show that the well-known unfold/fold transformation strategy is also fruitful for the 
(formal) derivation of correct pointer algorithms. The key to this extension is an algebra 
of partial maps which allows convenient description and manipulation of pointer structures 
at the functional level. 
1. Introduction 
It is well known that algorithms involving pointers are both difficult to 
write and to verify. Due to the implicit connections through paths within a 
pointer structure, the side-effects of a pointer assignment are usually much 
harder to survey than those of an assignment to a simple variable. Second, 
a careless assignment may destroy the last link to a substructure which thus 
is lost forever. Now, not only is it easy to make such errors, it is also very 
hard to find them. With this paper we want to show that these difficulties can 
be greatly reduced by making the store, which is an implicit global parameter 
in procedural languages, into an explicit parameter and by passing to an 
applicative treatment using a suitable algebra of operations on the store. 
The storage state of a von Neumann machine can be viewed as a total map 
from addresses to certain values. A part of such a state that forms a logical 
unit can then be represented by a partial submap of that map. This gives the 
possibility of describing the state in a modularised way as the union of the 
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submaps for its logical subunits. In the case of pointer structures this means 
that the usual “spaghetti” structure of the entire state can be (at least partly) 
disentangled. 
Therefore we use the algebra of partial maps as our tool for specifying 
and developing pointer algorithms in a formal and yet convenient way us- 
ing standard transformation techniques. The key to the method consists in 
considering the store as an explicit parameter, since then one has complete 
information about sharing and therefore complete control about side-effects. 
This also makes it possible to stay, almost to the very end of the derivations, 
at the applicative level with its rich algebraic properties. Also, we can stay with 
equational reasoning rather than with more general inference rules as would 
be necessary for the special “pointer logics” introduced in [ 5,9,12]. Finally, 
our “pointer algebra” saves a lot of quantifiers as compared e.g. with [4]. 
We illustrate the approach with derivations of two algorithms on singly 
linked lists, viz. concatenation and reversal “in situ”. However, the method is 
not limited to such simple structures: In [3] we have derived an efficient and 
intricate garbage collection algorithm for a storage structure that allows the 
representation of arbitrary graphs. 
2. Partial maps and overwriting 
The use of algebraic operations on maps for describing the effect of a 
program dates back at least to [ 181. Two of the most useful operations in 
our setting are map union (see also [ 171 for other applications) and map 
overwriting. Unfortunately, union is a partial operation on maps: if two maps 
disagree at a certain argument, their union is a proper relation and no longer 
a map. To simplify the algebraic treatment we therefore embed the algebra 
of maps into the algebra of binary relations [22]. In this section we present 
the definitions and the essential properties of our operations on relations and 
maps; a systematic development including further properties and full proofs 
is given in the appendix. There is also a more general algebraic framework 
accommodating these notions (see [ 13-l 6,191 for its use); however, a lot of 
the definitions there are not necessary when dealing with pointer structures 
alone, and so we do not want to burden the reader with them. 
A relation R between two sets M and N is a subset of the Cartesian product 
M x N. Some of our notation derives from this set-theoretical view of relations. 
E.g., by 0 we denote the empty relation between M and N. Moreover, we shall 
use union and intersection of relations. The domain dom R of a relation R is 
given by 
dom R Ef {x 1 3y : (x,y) E R}. 
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Another essential operation on relations is that of overwriting one relation with 
another one (see e.g. [6-S] for the special case of maps): Given relations R 
and S between sets M and N, we define 
R / S dAf R U { (x,y) 1 (x,y) E S A x @ dom R}. 
In other words, R 1 S results from S by changing the images of the elements 
of M according to the prescription of R (if any). For example, if S is a map 
then {(x, y)} 1 S “updates” S to make y the value corresponding to x. This 
operation will be our main tool for describing selective updating of storage 
structures. We use the convention that 1 binds tighter than all set-theoretic 
operations. 
The following properties allow localising side-effects to that part of a store 
they really affect: 
Lemma 2.1 (Localisation ). 
(l)domRndomS=@+ RI(SUT) =SURIT. 
(2) dom R n dom T = 0 + (R u S) I T = R u S 1 T. 
Relations form a monoid under overwriting: 
Lemma 2.2 (Monoid). 
(1) 0IR = R = RIP). 
(2) (R I S) I T = R I (S I T). 
The following lemma describes the relation between overwriting and union 
in more detail. 
Lemma 2.3 (Compatibility). The following properties are equivalent: 
(1) RIS = RuS = SIR. 
(2) R ] S = S / R. 
(3) R and S agree on dom R n domS. 
If any of these conditions holds we call R and S compatible. From this we 
obtain two useful corollaries: 
Corollary 2.4 (Sequentialisation). (R u S) ] T = R I (S I T) provided R and 
S are compatible. 
By this property, a complex overwriting may also be done by two successive 
simpler overwritings. 
Corollary 2.5 (Annihilation). Suppose S I T = T. Then (R u S) I T = R I T 
provided R and S are compatible. 
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This means that an overwriting with values that are already present does not 
have any effect and thus can be skipped. 
Now we consider the special case of maps. A relation R C: M x N is a 
(partial) map from M to N if it associates every element of A4 with at most 
one value, i.e., if 
VXEM:V_JJ,ZEN: (x,~)ERA (x,z)ER + y = z. 
We write R : M + N to indicate that R is a map between M and N. Note 
that 8 is a map. Moreover, if R is a map and S C R then S is a map as well. 
In general, relational union does not preserve the map property. However, 
Lemma 2.6 (Map compatibility). Let (R, )jE_/ be a family of maps. Then 
U,,J Rj is a map iff the R, are pairwise compatible. 
The operation of map union is the key tool in obtaining a modular description 
of pointer structures, since it allows viewing a (total) storage state as the 
union of those of its (partial) substates that form logical units. This aspect of 
modularisation is reflected by the distributive laws that allow propagation of 
operations to substates of a state. 
Maps are closed under overwriting: 
Lemma 2.7 (Closure). Let R and S be maps. Then R 1 S is a map as well. 
For maps, inclusion implies compatibility, which is not necessarily the case 
for arbitrary relations: 
Lemma 2.8 (Submap). Let S be a map and R c S. Then R and S are 
compatible. 
This gives a kind of idempotence property: 
Lemma 2.9 (Idempotence). Let S be a map and T a relation. Then 
R&S =+ SITESIRIT. 
When viewed operationally, the direction from left to right allows early 
overwriting of parts of a map. 
Finally, using Lemma 2.8, for maps the annihilation property can be stated 
more simply: 
Corollary 2.10 (Annihilation). Let S and T be maps such that S C T. If R 
is a map such that R and S are compatible, then (R u S) 1 T = R 1 T. In 
particular, setting R = 0, we obtain S I T = T. 
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3. Chains 
As an example of how to describe pointer structures within the algebra of 
maps we now study singly linked lists. 
3.1. Notation 
In notation and semantics we follow (the ALGOL variant of) the language 
CIP-L (cf. [ 1,2] ). In particular, we denote semantic equivalence of expressions 
by 5. We have Ei -_ E2 iff both El and E2 are undefined (non-termination 
or abortion) or both are defined and have the same value. For a Boolean 
expression B we abbreviate B = true by B. 
As an important aid in specifying and developing recursive routines we 
use assertions or restrictions about their parameters, formulated as Boolean 
expressions of the language. Let B be a Boolean expression possibly involving 
the identifier X. Then the declaration 
functf EE (t x: B)u: E 
of function f with parameter x restricted by B and with body E is by definition 
equivalent to 
funct f z (t x) u : if B then E else error fi. 
This means that f is undefined for all arguments x that violate the restriction 
B; i.e., B acts as a precondition for f. If f is recursive, B has to hold also for 
the parameters of the recursive calls to ensure delinedness; hence in this case B 
corresponds to invariants as known from imperative programming. Analogous 
constructions apply to statements and procedures. 
As our last piece of notation we introduce the conditional conjunction cand 
and the conditional disjunction car defined by 
El cand E2 “gf if El then El else false fi, 
El car Ez “gf if El then true else E2 fi. 
So they are asymmetric, sequentially evaluated variants of the usual Boolean 
conjunction and and disjunction or. Our main use of them is in shielding 
partialities. E.g., the expression 
x # 0 cand 5/x = 1 
is defined for all x, whereas 
x # 0 and 5/x = 1 
is undefined for x - 0, since then 5/x is undefined and and is strict. 
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3.2. A model of pointer structures 
A pointer structure consists of a set of records connected by pointers. We 
abstract from the concrete contents of the records and consider only their 
interrelationship through the pointers, since this is the only source of problems 
in pointer algorithms. This is modelled by a binary UCCESS relation R c red x red 
where red is the set of records (represented, say, by their initial addresses). red 
is not required to be finite; this way also (conceptually) unbounded storage 
can be modelled. 
In the case of regular record structures, R will be a union of maps. For 
instance, in the case of binary trees we would have two maps 
left, right : red + red 
and set 
R “gf left u right. 
In implementations one frequently uses a (pointer to) a special pseudo- 
record as a terminator common to all pointer structures considered (e.g., nil in 
Pascal). Let therefore 0 E red be a distinguished element, called the anchor. 
The elements of red\{ IJ} are called proper records. A state is a finite relation 
R C red x red such that 0 6 dom R. Hence, in a state, 0 is a sink not in 
relation with any other record. This implies that there can be no 0 record 
properly within a pointer structure; if present, q terminates the structure at 
that point. 
3.3. Definition of chains 
We concentrate now on the special case of chains, i.e., of (tinite) cycle-free 
singly linked lists. Since every record in such a list has at most one link, the 
associated access relation will actually be a (partial) map next : red + red. A 
single record x with successor y is modelled by the map 
tx - Yl ““’ {(X,Y)). 
Partialities in next model records which do not (yet) have a proper successor. 
A chain contains a number of records in a certain order prescribed by the 
links in the list. This induces a sequence structure on these records: The first 
element in the sequence, if any, is the head record, followed by the others 
in the order of traversal. Since there is no cycle, the sequence is repetition- 
free. 
The idea of following the pointers in a singly linked list within a state next 
is captured by considering the reflexive transitive closure ne,xt* of next defined 
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x next* y Fbf 3n > 0: 3x1,...,xn : 
n-l 
x-x1 /ly=x, A A xj+l E neXt(Xj). 
j=l 
Hence x next’ y iff record y can be reached from record x following the links 
of next zero or more times. The set of all records reachable from x in next is 
denoted by 
next*(x) “gf {y 1 x next* y}. 
From the definitions the following recursion equation is immediate: 
Corollary 3.1. 
next*(x) E {x} U ifx E dom ne,xtthen next* (next(x)) else8fi. 
Since we use the anchor 0 to terminate chains, we call a record x anchored 
in a state next iff 0 E next* (x). In particular, lJ is anchored in every state. 
This is reasonable, since 0 will be the “head” of the empty chain. Moreover, 
Corollary 3.2. 0 E next* (x) and x @ dom next e x = 0. 
Proof. Immediate from the definition. w 
By the above considerations, anchored chains are in exact correspondence 
with finite repetition-free sequences of proper records. We denote the type of 
sequences of records by rcdsequ. For s E rcdsequ, we mean by IsI the length of 
s and by s [ i] the ith element of s where numbering starts with 1. If i > 1.~1 or
i = 0, we set 
By 0 we denote the empty sequence and by + sequence concatenation. A 
singleton sequence is identified with the only element it contains. Finally, 
rest(s) Sf3 s[i], kad(s)gf’E s[i]. 
is2 I=1 
Note that 
first(O) E 0 s last(O), 
rest(O) - 0 =Iead(O). 
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We define a representation function from finite repetition-free sequences of 
proper records to anchored chains: 
funct chain E (rcdsequ s : ischainable(s) ) state : 
/j [s[i] ++s[i + l]]. 
i=l 
Note that 
chain(O) E 0. 
Moreover, 
dom chain(s) F set(s), 
where 
set(s) “Zf {s[i] : 1 d i d Isl} 
is the set of all records occurring in sequence s. 
The precondition ischainable is defined inductively as follows: 
ischainable( 0 ) F true, 
ischainabfe(x) E x # 0, 
ischainable(s + t) E ischainable(s) and ischainable(t) and 
set(s) n set(t) = 0. 
We have 
Lemma 3.3. Assume s, t E rcdsequ and x E red such that ischainable(s + x + t). 
Then 
(1) chain(x + t) E [x -first(t)] U chain(t). 
(2) chain(s + x + t) E chain(x + t) 1 chain(s + x). 
(3) chain(s + x + t) > [x -first(t)]. 
Proof. (1) is immediate from the definition. 
To prove (2) we first note that for sequences u and 1) the property 
ischainable(u + U) implies 
(*) ischainable(s) A ischainable(t), 
(**) domchain(u) n domchain(v) E 8, 
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and hence compatibility of chain(u) and chain (U ). Now 
chain(s + x + t) 
-_ Q definition of chain 1 
Is+x+tl 
u [( s+x+t)[ilf+(~+x+t)[i+ 111 
i=l 
5 4 definition of + and union D 
fi ]( s+x)[i]~(S+X)[i+lllU 
ITI 
111 
[XH t[l]] u U [t[il H t[i + 111 
i=l 
E 11 definition of chain and 1 D 
([x H t[l]] 1 chain(s +x)) U chain(t) 
E 4 (*) d h bf ( an [SCulna e s + x + t), (**), 
localisation (Lemma 2.1) fj 
[x H t[ l]] 1 (chain(s + x) U chain(t)) 
E Q (*), compatibility (Lemma 2.3) D 
[x H t[l]] 1 (chain(t) I chain(s +x)) 
s Q sequentiali sation (Corollary 2.4) D 
([x H t[l]] u chain(t)) I chain(s + x) 
= {by(l)D 
chain(x + t) I chain(s + x). 
Finally, (3) follows immediately from ( 1 ), (2), and the definition of I. w 
Conversely, given a record x and a state next, we can retrieve the sequence 
of records in the sublist starting from x (if any) using 
funct sequ = (red x, state nexxt) rcdsequ : 
ifx $ dom ne,x,utthen 0 elsex + sequ(ne_yut(x), next) fi. 
Thus, for a record x without successor or for 0 we return the empty sequence. 
Note also that sequ will not terminate if the sublist within next starting from x 
contains a cycle. In our applications this will not occur. For more general use, 
however, one should base this on a non-strict functional language in which the 
algorithm then would return a periodically infinite sequence of records. Then 
a record y can be reached from x following the links of next (zero or more 
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times) iff contains(sequ(x, next),y) E true, where 
funct contains E (red y, rcdsequ S) bool : 
ifs = 0 thenfalseelsey = first(s) corcontuins(rest(s),y) fi. 
The functions sequ and chain are, under suitable restrictions, inverses of each 
other: 
Lemma 3.4. For x E red, next E state, and s E rcdsequ, 
(1) 0 E next*(x) * fir.st(sequ(x,next)) - x; 
(2) q E next*(x) + chuin(sequ(x,next)) c next; 
(3) ischuinuble(s) + sequ(Jrst(s),chuin(s)) s s. 
Proof. To prove (1) we distinguish two cases: 
Case 1: x -_ 17. We get 
first(sequ(x, next)) 
s Q definition, next state D 
first(O 1 
s Q definition 1 
0. 
Case 2: x +zt 0. Then 0 E next* (x) implies that x 
recursive call sequ (next (x ), next) terminates. Hence 
first(sequ(x, next)) 
E 4 definition D 
_first(x + sequ(next(x),next)) 
G Q definition D 
X. 
E dom next and that the 
(2) is a straightforward induction on the length of sequ(x, next). 
(3) is a straightforward induction on the length of s. w 
A fundamental property is that overwriting outside of a chain does not 
change the chain: 
Lemma 3.5. For x, u, v E red and next E state such that 7 x next* u, 
(1) sequ(x, [u H v] 1 next) z sequ(x,next). 
(2) ([u H v] 1 next)*(x) E next*(x). 
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4.1. Specification and first explicit solution 
First we give the precondition for our desired function: 
funct disjoint F (red x, red y, state next) boo1 : 
next* (x) n next*(y) = { q }. 
So we consider a state next in which the sublists starting from the records 
x and y are anchored chains whose sets of proper records are disjoint. We 
want to form a new state in which the concatenation of these two sublists 
is overwritten onto the same set of proper records; moreover, the order of 
traversal within the sublists should be preserved, and all records from the 
sublist of x should precede all records in the sublist of y. This can be specified 
by 
funct coylc E (red x, red y, state next : disjoint(x, y, next) ) state : 
chain (sequ(x, next) + sequ(y, next) ) 1 next. 
So the proper records of the subchains are collected in the right order, 
the resulting sequence is chained, and this chain is overwritten onto next 
while re-using the same records. Hence, no copying is involved and we really 
are specifying concatenation “in situ”. Note that disjoint(x, y, next) implies 
ischainable(sequ(x, next) + sequ(y, next)). 
From this specification we now want to develop a direct recursion without 
the “detour” through sequences. We try to obtain it by the familiar unfold/fold 
technique. We consider the following cases: 
Case 1: x $ dom next. Then sequ (x, next) E 0, and hence 
chain (sequ (x, ne,xt) + sequ (y, next) ) 1 next 
E Q neutrality of 0 1 
chain(sequ(y, next)) 1 next 
- fl by annihilation, 
since chain(sequ(y,next)) c next by Lemma 3.4(2) D 
next. 
Case 2: x E dom next. We define an auxiliary function 
funct neconc = (red x, red y, state next : 
disjoint (x, y, next) and x E dom next) state : 
chain (sequ (x, next) + sequ (y, next) ) 1 next. 
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We calculate: 
69 
chain(sequ(x, next) + sequ(y, next)) 1 ne_xxt 
= 4 definition of sequ D 
chain(x + sequ(next(x), next) + sequ(y, next)) 1 next 
E jj abbreviation ) 
(*). 
Now we perform a case analysis on next(x). 
Case 2.1: nexxt(x) @ domne_xf. Then sequ(next(x),nexf) - 0, and hence 
(*I 
E { by Lemma 3.3( 1) and Lemma 3.4( 1) 1 
([x H y] u chain(sequ(y, next))) 1 nexxt 
-_ { annihilation, since chain(sequ(y, next)) & next 1 
[x H y] 1 ne_vut. 
Case 2.2: ne_rt(x) E dom ne_vt. Then 
(*) 
= 4 by Lemma 3.3( 1) and Lemma 3.4( 1) 1 
([x H ne_Yt(x)] U 
chain(sequ(next(x), next) + sequ(y, next))) I next 
E Q annihilation, since [x H next(x)] c next 1 
chain(sequ(ne_rt(x), next) + sequ(y, next)) I next 
= 4 fold neconc D 
neconc(next(x),y, next). 
For the correctness of the folding step we also need to check the validity 
of the assertion of neconc for the recursive call. We calculate, assuming x E 
dom nextcand next(x) E dom next: 
disjoint(x, y, next) 
5 Q definition of disjoint 1 
ne_xxt’ (x ) n next* (y ) = { q } 
E Q by Corollary 3.1 D 
({x} Unext*(next(x))) n next*(y) = (0) 
G 4 distributivity D 
({x} n next*(y)) U (next*(next(x)) n ne,xt*(y)) = (0) 
= Q x # 17, {x} n next*(y) C {x} D 
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{x} n ne,xt*(y) = 0 A next*(next(x)) n next*(y) = (0) 
E 4 definition of disjoint D 
{x} n next*(y) = 0 A disjoint(next(x),y,next). 
Thus, 
(disjoint(x,y, next) andx E dom next) cand next(x) E dom next =S 
disjoint(next(x),y, next) and next(x) E dom ne,xt, 
as required. 
Altogether we obtain, using Corollary 3.2, 
funct CO~ZC E (red x, red y, state next : 
disjoint(x,y, next)) state : 
ifx = 0 then nextelseneconc(x,y, next) fi 
where 
funct neconc s (red x, red y, state next : 
disjoint(x,y, next) and x E dom next) state : 
ifnext = 0 then [x H y] 1 ne,xt 
elseneconc(next(x),y, next) fi. 
Termination of neconc follows from 0 E next*(x). It is quite reassuring that 
the fundamental unfold/fold technique for deriving recursions also applies to 
pointer algorithms in this setting. 
We briefly discuss an alternative derivation for the same problem. In Case 
2 above we know by definition of sequ that sequ(x, next) $ 0. Hence we may 
calculate 
chuin(sequ(x, next) + seqtl(y, next)) 1 next 
E 4 definition of lead and lust D 
chuin(lead(sequ(x, next)) 
+fust(sequ(x, next)) + sequ(y, next)) 1 next 
E Q by Lemma 3.3 (2) and associativity 1 
chuin(lust(sequ(x, next)) + sequ(y, next)) 1 
chuin(feud(sequ(x, next)) + lust(sequ(x, next))) 1 next 
- 4 definition of lead and lust D 
chuin(fust(sequ(x, next)) + seqtl(y, next)) 1 
chuin(sequ(x, next)) I next 
= 1] by annihilation, since chuin(sequ(x, next)) C next D 
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chain(last(sequ(x, next)) + sequ(y, next)) I next 
E Q by Lemma 3.3(l) D 
( [fast(sequ(x, next)) -first(sequ(y, next) 1 I U 
chain (sequ (y, ne,xt ) ) ) 1 ne,xt 
E { by annihilation, since chain(sequ(y,next)) C next D 
[&(sequ(x,next)) Hfir.st(.sequ(y,next))] 1 next 
E 0 by Lemma 3.4( 1) ) 
[lust(sequ(x, next)) H y] 1 next. 
So a different specification of necolzc would be 
funct neconc E (red x, red y, state next : 
disjoint(x, y, next) and x E dom next) state : 
[lust(sequ(x,next)) H y] I next. 
Now one can use the standard recursion for last and the definition of sequ to 
show, for x E dom next, 
lust(sequ(x, next)) 
E ifnexl(x) E domnextthenlust(seqtl(next(x),nexb))elsexfi. 
A straightforward unfold/fold transformation for ylecoy2c then yields the same 
result as before. This second derivation invests more lemmata, whereas the 
first one is more direct. 
4.2. Introducing selective updating 
Since we have even obtained a tail-recursive version, we are already very close 
to an imperative program. To get there, we introduce a procedure specified by 
procpconc E (var state next, red x, y : disjoint(x,y, next)) : 
next : = conc(next, x, y). 
Note that this clearly specifies the state next as a transient parameter, whereas 
x and y are passed by value. Therefore the imperative version of pconc needs 
local variables for x and y, whereas it may operate on next directly. This is 
described by the following schematic rule for transforming an assignment that 
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In the derivation we have not made use of any assumptions about absence 
of sharing except for disjointness of the two lists headed by x and y. Indeed, 
if in next there are pointers from other data structures to (parts of) these 
lists, there will be indirect side-effects on these pointers. However, since by 
the specification we know the value of the complete store after execution of 
our procedure, we can calculate these effects using our algebraic laws. Also, 
one can easily formulate stronger preconditions that exclude sharing if this is 
desired. 
5. Chain reversal 
Next we want to derive a procedure for reversing a non-empty chain “in 
situ”. 
5.1. Speci’cation and first explicit solution 
Again we first specify a purely applicative version. The reverse of a chain 
should contain exactly the same proper records as the original chain, however, 
in reverse order of traversal. We can express this as follows: 
funct reverse E (red x, state next : 0 E ne,Yt* (x)) state : 
chain (rev (sequ (x, next) ) ) 1 next, 
where rev is the reversal function on sequences: 
funct rev E (rcdsequ S) rcdsequ : 
ifs = 0 then Oelserev(rest(s)) +first(s) fi. 
Let us now derive a recursion for reverse. The basic idea for the develop- 
ment is to adapt the standard technique for making rev tail-recursive. There 
one defines a generalised function rrev with an additional parameter t that 
accumulates the intermediate results: 
funct rrev G (rcdsequ s, t) rcdsequ : 
rev(s) + t. 
rev is embedded into rrev by 
rev(s) E rrev(s,O). 
A straightforward unfold/fold derivation using associativity of + then leads 
to the tail-recursion 
rrev(s, t) 
= ifs = 0 then t elserrev(rest(.s),Jirst(s) + t) fi. 
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In the case of reverse we now proceed similarly; however, we do not carry 
the accumulating submap itself as a parameter, but just its head record. Hence 
we define 
funct rreverse E (red x, y, state next : disjoint(x, y, nexxt) ) state : 
chain(rev(.sequ(x, next)) + sequ(y, next)) 1 nexxt. 
An appropriate embedding is 
reverse(x, next) = rreverse(x, cl, next), 
since sequ( 0, next) E 0. 
As before, we now perform a case analysis. 
Case 1: x - 0. Then seqtl(x, next) = 0, and hence rev(sequ(x, next)) = 0. 
Thus 
chuin(rev(sequ(x, next)) + sequ(y, ne,xt)) 1 next 
= chain(sequ(y, next)) 1 next - 
= Q since chain(sequ(y,next)) C next by Lemma 3.4(2) D 
next. 
Case 2: x $ 0. Then sequ(x,next) = x + seqtl(next(x),next), and hence 
rev(sequ(x, next)) - rev(sequ(next(x), next)) + x. Thus 
chuin(rev(sequ(x, next)) + seqtl(y, next)) 1 next 
E chuin(rev(sequ(next(x), next)) + x + seqtl(y, next)) 1 next 
= 4 by Lemma 3.3(3), Lemma 3.4(l), 
and idempotence (Lemma 2.9) D 
chuin(rev(sequ(next(x),next)) +x + sequ(y,next)) I 
[x H y] j next 
s Q by Lemma 3.5 ( 1 ), since disjoint (x, y, next) implies 
x $! next*(y) and x @ next* (nest(x)) 1 
chuin(rev(sequ(next(x), [x H y] 1 next)) + 
x + sequ(y, [x H y] I next)) I [x ++ y] / next 
E 4 definition of sequ D 
chuin(rev(sequ(next(x), [x H y] I next)) + 
sequ(x, [x ++ y] I ne,xt)) I [x H y] 1 next 
s { fold rreverse D 
rreverse(next(x),x, [x H y] 1 ne,xt). 
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Again, we have to check the validity of the assertion for the recursive call. 
Assuming that x $ 0 and disjoint(x,y, n~xxt) holds, we calculate: 
disjoint(next(x),y, [x H y] 1 next) 
G 4 definition of disjoint D 
([x-y] Imt)*(next(x)) n ([x-y] Inext)* = (0) 
E Q by Lemma 3.5(2) D 
next*(next(x)) n ([x H y] / rzext)*(x) = (0) 
E Q definition of ( [x H y ] / next)” D 
next*(next(x)) f? ({x} U ([x -y] 1 next)*(y)) = (0) 
c Q by Lemma 3.5(2) and disjoint(x,y,next) D 
next*(ne,xt(x)) n ({x} U next*(y)) = (0) 
E Q distributivity D 
(next*(next(x)) n {x}) U (next*(ne-xt(x)) n next*(y)) = {El} 
E Q x # 0, next*(next(x)) n {x} C {x} 1 
next*(next(x)) n {x} = 0 A 
next*(next(x)) n next*(y) = (0). 
Both conjuncts are implied by disjoint(x, y, next), since that also implies 0 E 
next*(x). 
Altogether, we have 
funct mever.se c (red x, y, state next : disjoint(x, y, next) ) state : 
ifx = 0 then nmt 
elserreverse(next(x),x, [x k-3 y] 1 next)fi. 
Again we have arrived at an (obviously terminating) tail-recursion. 
5.2. A version with selective updating 
Specifying a procedure 
procpreverse E (varstate next, red x : 0 E ne_x?* (x) ) : 
next := rever.se(x, rut), 
we obtain, analogously to the previous section, the final version 
procpreverse E (varstate next, red x : 0 E ne,xt* (x)) : 
[ (varrcd ‘US,UJ~) := (x, 0); 
whileux # 0 do 
(ux,vy,nexxt) := (next(x),ux, [vx ++ uy] 1 nextjodj. 
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Note that sequentialisation of the collective assignment would require an 
auxiliary variable. This is a spot of frequent error in attempts to write down 
this algorithm straightforwardly without deriving it. The systematic derivation 
allows us to avoid such errors by using the standard knowledge about the 
treatment of collective assignments. 
This program describes a well-known algorithm for reversing a list “in situ”. 
Whereas verification purely at the procedural level is by no means easy (see e.g. 
[ 5, lo] ), in particular if all the details were to be tilled in, we have derived and 
thereby verified the program by a fairly short and simple formal calculation 
using standard transformation techniques. 
6. Conclusion 
We have shown two examples of how to derive algorithms involving pointers 
and selective updating from formal specitications using standard transforma- 
tion techniques. The key to the method consists in considering the store as 
an explicit parameter, since then one has complete information about shar- 
ing and therefore complete control about side-effects. We deem this approach 
much clearer (and much more convenient) than the idea of hiding the store 
and coming up with special logics (see e.g. [ 5,9,12] ) that capture the side- 
effects indirectly, as needs to be done in the field of verification of procedural 
programs. 
Staying at the applicative level almost to the very end of the derivations has 
allowed us to take full advantage of the powerful algebra of partial maps. Using 
this algebra one saves many quantifiers (as compared e.g. to [ 41). Moreover, 
the operations of that algebra are expressive enough that we did not need to 
explain anything with the help of pictures. This may seem due to the simplicity 
of the algorithms. However, the situation almost seems to be reversed: when 
developing the intricate garbage collection algorithm described in [3] we 
quite soon stopped drawing pictures, because they became so complicated as 
to be ununderstandable. Contrarily, the algebraic formulation was clear and 
modular so that one exactly saw what was going on. Another advantage of 
the applicative treatment is that if additional predicates or operations on 
maps are needed, they are more easily added at the applicative than at the 
procedural level. Finally, if pointer algorithms are developed in a systematic 
way at the applicative language level, there is no need for introducing additional 
imperative language concepts such as the highly imperspicuous pointer rotation 
121 I. 
We are convinced that our approach can be extended into a convenient 
method for constructing systems software with guaranteed correctness. 
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Appendix A. The algebra of relations and partial maps 
We have given our definitions of the relational operations in set-theoretic 
terms. However, in the literature (see e.g. [20] ) one frequently works with 
an abstraction of this framework, viz. with abstract relational algebras. In this 
appendix we shall show that our laws hold in this more general setting as well. 
A. 1. Abstract relational algebras 
An abstract relational algebra consists of a set A together with binary oper- 
ations 
U, n,; :AxA + A, 
unary operations 
and constants 
8,Z, 1 E A, 
such that 
( 1) (A, u , fl ,I, 0,l) forms a Boolean algebra, i.e., a complete, distributive, 
atomic, and complementary lattice, the corresponding lattice order being 
denoted by & ; 
(2) (A, ;, I) is a monoid; 
(3) Tarski’s rule R # 8 + 1 ; R ; 1 = 1 holds; 
(4) Dedekind’s rule R;S n T & (R n T;S-I); (S n R-‘;T) is satisfied. 
The elements of A are called abstract relations; the operation .-I forms the 
converse of a relation, whereas ; is called relational composition. It is customary 
to use the convention that ; binds tighter than u and n. 
A concrete model of an abstract relational algebra is the set of all binary 
relations on a set M, where U, n, and 1 are usual union, intersection, and 
complement, 0 is the empty relation, 1 is the universal relation A4 x M, and 
I = {(X,X) 1 x E M} is the identity relation on M. The converse is given by 
R-’ = {(Y,x) I (x,Y) ER), 
while composition is defined as 
R;S = {(x,z)[3y~M:(x,y)~Rr\ (y,z)~S}. 
This is the generalisation of functional composition to relations. 
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The following properties are consequences of the definition. First, composi- 
tion distributes through union: 
(RuS);T=R;TuS;T, 
R;(SuT)=R;SuR;T. 
From this it follows that ; is monotonic with respect to inclusion of relations. 
However, it is only subdistributive with respect to intersection: 
(RnS);TcR;TnS;T, 
R; (S n T)cR;S n R;T. 
The universal relation is idempotent: 
1;l = 1. 
Composition is strict with respect to 0 : 
0;R = 0 = R;(b. 
The following laws hold for the converse: 
(R-l)-’ = R, 
(R;S)-’ = S-’ ; R-‘, 
z-l = I. 
Moreover, the converse distributes through all lattice operations. 
Interesting special relations arise from composition with universal relations. 
From the definitions it is straightforward that in the set-theoretic model 
R;l = (domR)xM. 
Thus, R ; 1 relates each element in the domain of R to each element of M; it 
therefore can serve as a relational representation of the domain of R (see e.g. 
[20]). Note that 
Using this, we can form restriction operations. In the set-theoretic model, the 
relation 
RnS;l 
results from R by retaining only those pairs the first components of which are 
also in the domain of S. Similarly, forming 
RnS;l 
removes from R all pairs with a first component in the domain of S. 
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A.2. Overwriting 
In this section we investigate the operation of overwriting one relation with 
another one. Given relations R and S we define 
RjSdAfRu (SnR;l). 
Hence, in the set-theoretic model a pair (x, y) is in R 1 S iff it is in R or x 
is not in the domain of R and (x, y) is in S, and thus the definition agrees 
with the one in Section 2. We use the convention that / binds tighter than the 
lattice operations; however, no precedence is defined between ; and I. 
We now prove a number of useful properties of overwriting. It should be 
noted that the proofs only use identities between relations and hence are valid 
in all abstract relational algebras. 
Corollary A.1 (Right-distributivity ). R 1 (S u T) = R 1 S u R 1 T. 
Proof. Immediate from the distributivity of n over U. w 
From this it follows that 1 is monotonic in its right argument. Note, however, 
that I is neither distributive nor monotonic in its left argument. 
Lemma A.2 (Extension). 
(1) R C RIS. 
(2) R = RISn R;I 
Proof. (1) is immediate from the definition. 
We can prove (2) as follows: 
RISnR;l 
= { definition D 
(Ru(SnR;l))nR;l 
= a distributivity 1 
(RnR;l)u(SnR;lnR;l) 
= 4 Boolean algebra, R c R ; 1 1 
R. n 
Overwriting is idempotent: 
Corollary A.3 (Idempotence). R I R = R. 
Proof. Straightforward from the definition. n 
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The following properties allow localising side-effects to that part of a store 
they really affect: 
Lemma A.4 (Localisation). 
(1) R;lnS;l =@+RI(SuT) =SURIT. 
(2) R;lnT;l = 0+ (RuS)IT = RuSlT. 
Proof. First, we prove (1) by concluding from the assumption 
(*) S C S;l G R;l. 
Hence 
R I (S u T) 
= 4 right-distributivity (Corollary A. 1) 1 
RjSuRIT 
= 0 definition of 1 D 
Ru(SnR;l)uRjT 
= Q by (*) and Boolean algebra 1 
RuSURIT 
= Q Lemma A.2 ( 1 ), Boolean algebra D 
SuRIT. 
We prove (2) by concluding from the assumption 
(**) T c T;l c R;l. 
Hence 
(R u s) I T 
= Q definition of I D 
RuSu (Tn (RuS);l) 
= Q distributivity D 
RUSU (TnR;luS;l) 
= Q Boolean algebra 1 
- - 
RuSu (TnR;lnS;l) 
= 4 by (**) and Boolean algebra D 
RuSu (TnS;l) 
= 4 definition of I D 
RuSIT. w 
Now we show that R 1 S lies in between R n S and R u S. More precisely, 
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Proof. (1) is straightforward from the definition. 
(2) follows from 
= (1 definition D 
R u ((S u (T n S;l)) n R;l) 
= Q distributivity D 
- - 
Ru (SnR;l)u(TnS;lnR;l) 
= Q definition of 1, de Morgan, distributivity D 
RISu (Tn (SuR);l) 
= jj Lemma A.6, Boolean algebra D 
RlSu (Tn (RIS);l) 
= Q definition of I D 
(RIWT. w 
Now we want to analyse the relation between overwriting and union in more 
detail. 
Lemma A.8 (Compatibility). The following properties are equivalent: 
(1) RIS = RuS = SIR. 
(2) R I S = S 1 R. 
(3) R n S;l = S n R;l. 
(4) R n S;l = R n S = S n R;l. 
Proof. ( 1) + (2) is immediate. 
(2) * (3) follows from 
RnS;l 
= { Lemma A.2(2) 1 
R/SnR;lnS;l 
= { assumption jj 
SIRnR;lnS;l 
= Q Boolean algebra, Lemma A.2 (2) D 
Sn R;l. 
(3) * (4) follows from 
RnS 
= {SCS;lD 
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RnS;lnS 
= 0 assumption D 
Sf-IR;lnS 
= Q Boolean algebra D 
S n R;l. 
(4) * ( 1) follows from 
RuS 
= Q Lemma A.5(1) D 
RISU (Sn R;l) 
= Q assumption 1 
RISu (RnS;l) 
= Q Boolean algebra, Lemma A.2 ( 1) f) 
R I S. 
Now the claim follows from commutativity of U. n 
If any of these conditions holds we call R and S compatible. It should be 
noted that the weakening R 1 S = R u S of property (1) does not imply 
(2): If S G R we always have R 1 S = R = R u S. However, take in 
the set-theoretic model R = {(1,1),(1,2),(2,1)} and S = {(l,l)}. Then 
SlR={(l,1),(2,1)}# R=RuS. 
From the above lemma we obtain two useful corollaries: 
Corollary A.9 (Sequentialisation). (R U S) 1 T = R 1 (S 1 T) provided R and 
S are compatible. 
Proof. Immediate from compatibility and associativity of /. n 
Corollary A.10 (Annihilation). S I T = T =s (R U S) I T = R I T provided 
R and S are compatible. 
Proof. Immediate from sequentialisation. w 
A.3. Partial maps 
Now we consider the special case of maps. A relation R is a (partial) map if 
R-’ ;R C I. - 
In the set-theoretic model this is equivalent to the definition given in Section 2. 
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Corollary A.11 (Submap). If S is a map and R & S then R is a map as well. 
Proof. Immediate by monotonicity. n 
Next, we show an auxiliary lemma: 
Lemma A.12 (Propagation). 
(1) ForrelationsRandSwehaveR-‘;SCI~S-l;R~I. 
(2) Let R be a map and S a relation. Then 
R-‘$3 C I ti S n R;l 2 R n S;l. 
Proof. (1) follows from 
R-‘;S C I - 
* Q monotonicity /j 
(R-l ;S)-’ & I-’ 
* 4 converse D 
S-‘;R C I. - 
To prove (2) we first prove (+): 
R;l nS 
C { Dedekind D 
(RnS;l-‘);(l n R-‘;S) 
= Q converse, Boolean algebra 1 
(R n S;l); (R-‘;S) 
g 4 assumption 1 
(R n S;l);Z 
= Q neutrality D 
RnS;l. 
Now we prove (+): 
S-‘; R 
= 4 Boolean algebra D 
S-‘;R n 1 
C 4 Dedekind D 
(S-l n 1; R-l) ; (R n (S-*)-l ; 1) 
= { converse D 
:%uy)+waao lapun pasop ale sdem 
amay pur! 
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(R;l n R;l_‘);(l n (R;l)_‘;R) n S;l 
= Q converse D 
(R;l n R;i);(i n (R;l)-*;R) n s;i 
= Q Boolean algebra D 
8; (1 n (R;l)-I ;R) n S;l 
= jj strictness D 
0. 
Moreover, Boolean algebra immediately shows (S n R ; 1) n R ; 1 = 0. n 
Next, we give a characterisation of inclusion: 
Lemma A.15 (Inclusion). 
(1) For relations R and S we have S n R ; 1 = R + R C S. 
(2) If S is a map, the reverse implication holds as well. 
Proof. ( 1) is immediate from Boolean algebra. 
Now we prove (2). We have 
R;lnS 
c 4 Dedekind D 
(R n S;l-‘); (1 n R-‘;S) 
g 4 Boolean algebra, monotonicity D 
R; R-l ;S 
c { assumption, monotonicity D 
R;S-‘;S 
C 4 S map, monotonicity D 
R;I 
= 0 neutrality 1 
R. 
The reverse inclusion follows from the assumption and R C R ; 1. w 
We show now that for maps inclusion implies compatibility, which is not 
necessarily the case for arbitrary relations. 
Lemma A.16 (Submap). Let S be a map and R g S. Then R and S are 
compatible. 








This gives another kind of idempotence property: 
Lemma A.17 (Idempotence). Let S be a map and T a relation. Then 
Proof. 
SIT 
= _ Q assumption, Boolean algebra 1 
(SuR)IT 
E (I Lemma A. 16, Corollary A.9 D 
SIRIT. w 
To proceed further, we now state some general facts about binary operations. 
Let @ : N x N + N be a binary operation on some set N. Define, for x,y E N, 
x d@y gffx@y = y, 
x@dy%fyy$x = y. 
Lemma A.18. 
(1) CB is idempotent iff a~ and 6@ are reflexive. 
(2) Zf @ is commutative then @< and <@ are antisymmetric and coincide. 
(3) Zf a is associative then @d and 6 e are transitive. 
(4) Zf @ has a neutral element 0 then 0 is a least element with respect o 6@ 
Proof. Immediate from the definitions. w 
Now, since I is idempotent and associative with neutral element 8, the 
relations , d and 9 1 are preorders with least element 0. It turns out that they 
have interesting properties: 
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Lemma A.19 (Preorder-s). Let R and S be relations. Then 
(1) RIS=SwSSR;l = R. 
(2) SIR = S w R;l C S;l. 
Proof. (1) follows from 
S = RIS 
w Q Boolean algebra, definition D 
(SnR,l)u (SnR;l) = Ru (SnR;l) 
ti 4 (S n R;l) C R;l and R c R;l 1 
SnR;l = R. 
(2) follows from 
SIR = S 
* 0 equality 1 
(SIR);1 = S;l 
ej 4 domain (Lemma A.6) D 
S;l u R;l = S;l 
ti Q Boolean algebra D 
R;l c S;l 
+ Q R C R ; 1, Boolean algebra D 
RnS;l = 0 
3 4 definition 1 
SjR=S. n 
For maps the preorder <I has a simple characterisation: 
Corollary A.20 (Preorder). Let R and S be maps. Then R 1 S = S H R C S. 
Proof. (3) By definition, R u (S n R ; 1) = S and hence R & S. 
(e ) By Lemma A. 16, R and S are compatible and hence R 1 S = R U S = 
s. n 
From this and Corollary A. 10 we obtain immediately 
Corollary A.21 (Annihilation). Let R, S, and T be maps such that S g T and 
R and S are compatible. Then 
(R U S) 1 T = R 1 T. 
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We have given our derivations in the framework of an homogeneous abstract 
relational algebra. However, all proofs also extend directly to the case of 
heterogenous abstract relational algebras. 
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